A hinge for constraining a door to a support structure of the door.

The invention relates to a hinge (4) for constraining a door (3) to a support structure (2), which hinge (4) is constituted by a first part (6) fixable to the support structure (2) and a second part (7) fixable to the door (3). The second part (7) is connected rotatably about a rotation axis (5) to an end of a lever (8), which with its other end associates rigidly but removably to the said first part (6), in such a way that the second second part (7) can rotate in two directions about the rotation axis (5). Blocking-unblocking means (21) of the door (3) are provided, and elastic means (10) acting between both parts (6, 7) and determining in successive order, following deactivation of the blocking means (21) leaving the door (3) free, the application of at least a first moment to the second part (7) to determine a rotation of the second part (7) about the rotation axis (5) to produce at least a partial opening of the door (3), and the application of at least a second moment to brake the further rotation of the second part (7) about the rotation axis (5) due to the weight of the door (3) itself.
The invention relates to a hinge for constraining a door to a support structure.

In particular, the invention concerns a hinge which can be used to constrain the doors of electrical domestic appliances such as ovens, to the support structure of the appliances.

For simplicity, in the following description reference will be made to an oven, but this should not be taken as a limitation on the use of the invention.

Hinges of this type are usually constituted by two distinct and stably and kinematically connectable parts. Each part comprises a box structure having a more or less vertical development. The two box structures are rigidly fixable to the support structure, which in this case is the oven itself, and to the door near to its lower edge so that the door is tiltingly openable.

A lever is pivoted to the part of the hinge solid to the door, more specifically to the box structure constituting it. The pivot about which the lever is hinged to the box structure coincides with the rotation axis between the door and the oven structure.

The lever is removably constrainable to the lower end of a longitudinal slot made in the other part of the hinge, that is in the other box structure which is fixed to the oven.

The end of the lever exiting from the box structure it is pivoted to is destined to be rigidly associated with the other box support structure, fixed to the oven, and it exits from a respective longitudinal slot in the box structure itself. As mentioned above, for greater functionality the lever is arranged close to an end of the box structure to which it is pivoted, and the extreme transversal edges of the slot act as end-run stops for the lever.

The longitudinal wall of the box structure comprising the slot acts as an end-run stop for the lever in its closed-door configuration, and the nearby transversal wall, which usually delimits the slot, acts as an end-run stop for the lever in its open-door configuration.

Elastic means act on the lever, interposed between the lever and the box structure of the part of hinge associated to the door. More precisely, the elastic means operate between the box structure and a rod internal to it. The rod is free to move along the box structure containing it and is pivoted at its free end, that is with its end that does not interact with the elastic means, to the lever. The fulcrum between the rod and the lever is situated in a zone of the lever which is interposed between the fulcrum of the lever and the box structure containing it and its end which is constrained to the other box structure, fixed to the door.

During the rotation of the door about the above-mentioned fulcrum, the elastic means contrast both the first distancing of the door from the oven structure, and the successive rotation of door and its consequent lowering into a totally-open-door configuration. Thus, this type of hinge continually exerts a force on the door which tends to keep them in their closed-door configuration.

Therefore, when a door equipped with this type of hinge is opened, a certain force must be exerted to cause the first distancing of the door from the oven (rotating it about the said fulcrum), after which first exertion gradually less force is needed to complete the opening operation and end up in an totally-open-door configuration where an equilibrium situation is arrived at between the couple exerted by the weight of the door itself and the couple exerted by the elastic means, rendering the configuration stable.

As the door rotates about its rotation axis, the force exerted to allow its complete opening diminishes, since at the same time the couple given by the weight force increases. The resultant weight force of the door acts, about the rotation axis, with increasing arms. This means that a decreasing force must be exerted by the operator in order to overcome the reaction of the elastic means and arrive at a fully open door.

When, on the contrary, the door is closed, the force exerted on it gradually diminishes since the difference between the couple generated by the weight and the couple exerted on the door by the spring works in favour of the latter, up until a certain position where the door is almost closed: here it is necessary to exert a certain antagonistic force in the open-door direction rather than in the closed-door direction, so that the door does not hit violently against the oven.

The hinge conformation and the arrangement and calibration of the elastic means are such as to permit of considerable reaction to the opening of the totally-closed door since they have to guarantee the total closure of the door during use of the oven at all temperatures, when considerable pressures are created inside.

It is evident that, in this way, the closure or opening of the door are inconvenient and can lead to a violent closure of the door itself.

Further, the fact that the elastic means tend to keep the door in its closed configuration inevitably leads to the fact that when it is desired to open the door one must act manually on the door with a certain force in order to bring it into the desired position. This operation is not usually too difficult to carry out, but it can be inconvenient where the person using the oven has one or even two hands occupied, for example by the foods which must be replaced in the oven.

The aim of the present invention is therefore to provide a hinge of the above-mentioned type able to permit a first door-opening which is practically
automatic with a subsequent opening on the application of a force that gradually diminishes up until it reaches a condition of substantial equilibrium with the couple exerted on the door by its own weight, which, in the meantime, is economical and easy to make and mount.

The invention, as it is characterised in the claims that follow, resolves the problem of providing a hinge for constraining a door to a support structure comprising a first part which is fixable to the said support structure and a second part fixable to the door of the support structure. The second part is kinematically and rotatably connected about a first axis, at a lower portion of the hinge itself near a lower edge of the said door, to a portion of the first part, in such a way as to be able to perform rotations in both directions with respect to the first axis between two extreme positions of completely open and completely closed. It further comprises rapid blocking-unblocking means of the door in its extreme closed position provided between door and support structure, which hinge is characterised by the fact of comprising elastic means acting between both said first and second parts and generating, in successive order and during the rotation of the door towards its totally-open position, following the deactivation of the said blocking-unblocking means, at least one first moment applied to the said second part and determining a first rotation of the second part about the first axis and thus distancing it from the support structure, so as to produce a partial opening of the door, and subsequently at least one second moment, contrary to the first, which brakes the further possible rotation of the second part about the first axis due to the weight of the door.

Further characteristics and advantages of the present invention will better emerge from the detailed description that follows, of a preferred but non-exclusive embodiment here illustrated in the form of a non-limiting example in the accompanying drawings, in which:

- figure 1 shows a perspective view of an oven equipped with a door constrained to it by two hinges according to the present invention;
- figure 2 shows a schematic frontal view, partially in section, of a first embodiment of one of the hinges of figure 1 in several different operative situations;
- figure 3 shows a schematic frontal view, partially in section, of a second preferred embodiment of one of the hinges of figure 1 in several different operative conditions;
- figure 4 shows in exploded view the hinge according to the embodiment of figure 3.

With reference to the figures, 1 denotes an oven, comprising a containing structure 2 at which front lower zone a door 3 is connected by means of two hinges 4 permitting the door's rotation in the two directions about a common horizontal hinge axis 5 (figures 2 and 3). The containing structure, hereinafter known as the support structure 2, supports the door 3 to the oven 1 (the fact an oven is used should not be considered a limiting condition, since the support structure could be of any type). In the description that follows, for the sake of simplicity the hinges 4 shall be considered in connection with an oven.

According to the drawings, in particular figures 2 and 3, the hinges 4 are located close to the lower horizontal edge 3' of the door 3 so that the door 3 can be opened by tilting.

In figures 2, 3 and 4, the hinge 4 is of the type made in two separate parts which are easily connectable to each other both kinematically and rigidly, as will emerge from the following description.

The two parts composing the hinge 4 comprise a first part 6 which is fixed to the support structure 2 and a second part 7 which is fixed to the door 3. The first part 6 comprises a first box structure 6' and the second a second box structure 7', a lever 8, a rod 9 and elastic means 10. The lever 8 is kinematically connected internally to the box structure at one of its ends and is easily and rapidly rigidly constrainable to the first box structure 6', with its second end projecting from a vertical slot 11 in the box structure 7'.

In the embodiment illustrated in figures 2, 3 and 4, the rod 9 is arranged longitudinally internally to the box structure 7' and is kinematically connected, at one end and by means of a pivot 12 parallel to the lower edge 3' of the door 3, to an intermediate point in the lever 8. The elastic means 10 act on the other end of the rod 9 and preferably comprise a helix spring working by compression. The spring 10 is keyed on the rod 9 externally to the box structure 7', and is held between a plane 36 forming the top of the box structure 7' and a stop constituted for example by a first crossbar 13 inserted by force through a seat 37 made on the free upper end of the rod 9.

The hinges 4 are arranged with their respective hinge axes 5 horizontal and coinciding, and are normally applied at the lower portion of the door 3, which door 3 is then mobile between a horizontal position (open) and a vertical position (closed).

Figure 4 shows the rod 9 is made in two consecutive portions 15 and 16, the first 15 of which is hinged to the lever 8 and exhibits a wide U-shaped transversal section. The second 16 is also U-shaped but has a narrow transversal section and will couple inside the U-section of the first portion 15. The first portion 15 has, at its end which couples with the other portion 16, a second crossbar 17 which is inserted by force along a seat 18 made in the end of the first portion 15 and which is
hooked by a hook 42 equipping the second portion 16 to form a stable coupling. The second portion 16 projects from the box structure 7' through a correspondingly shaped hole 19 made on the same plane 36.

Concerning the rod 9 assembly, the second portion 16 is inserted into the spring 10, up until the spring 10 strikes against the first crossbar 13, and then the assembly is inserted into the corresponding hole 19 in the plane 36 of the box structure 7'; then, by compressing the spring 10, the second portion 16 is inserted into the wider portion 15 so that the seat 18 engages the second crossbar 17.

Figures 2 and 3 show that the lever 8 is pivot-ed directly at the box structure 7' by means of the pivot 12, and the rod 9 is hinged directly to the lever 8 by a pivot 20 parallel to the other pivot 12. The pivot 20 and the pivot 12 do not move during the door 3 rotation and therefore also during the rotation of the second part 7 of the hinge 4 with respect to the lever 8, which is associated to the first box structure 6' by means of a seating 8' which strikes an internal stop 14 of the structure 6' and with its free end a pin 35, both the internal stop 14 and the pin 35 being arranged on the first box structure 6'. During the rotation of the door 3 in both directions, between one extreme closed position of the support structure 2 and an extreme open position, the second box structure 7' rotates about a first axis 5 of the pivot 12 while the rod 9 rotates about a second axis 24 of the pivot 20. The axis 5 is also the rotation axis of the second part 7 of the hinge 4 and thus also of the door 3 with respect to the support structure 2.

The second axis 24 and therefore the pivot 20 are above the first rotation axis 5 and are relatively fixed.

21 denotes, in figures 1, 2 and 3, a rapid door blocking-unblocking means in an open and closed configuration. The means 21, of known type and not further described, acts between the door 3 and the support structure 2 and after each manual closing of the door 3 keep the door 3 closed up until a manual action, that is, pushing a button 21', unblocks the door and it can be opened.

The hinge 4 in both the two preferred embodiments, illustrated in figures 2, 3 and 4, comprises the spring 10, which acts dynamically between the two parts 6 and 7 composing the hinge 4. Once the means 21 have been deactivated and the door 3 is free to move into its extreme positions by rotating about the first axis 5, the spring 10 generates at least a first moment which is applied to the second part 7 and which determines a first rotation of the said second part 7 about the first axis 5, distancing the door 3 from the said support structure 2 and thus partially opening it. Then the spring 10 generates at least a second moment, opposite in direction to the first, to brake the further rotation of the door 3 which is made possible by its weight, in ways that will be more fully described hereinbelow.

In the embodiment of figure 2, the pivot 20 and the fulcrum axis 24 between the rod 9 and the lever 8 is arranged further away from the first part 6 with respect to the pivot 12 and thus the rotation axis 5. The axis 24 is arranged on the opposite side of the first box structure 6' to the first axis 5.

Now the functioning of the hinge will be described. To open the door 3, it is sufficient to act manually on the blocking-unblocking means 21 to eliminate any impediment to the door 3 opening. As soon as this is done, the hinges 4 determine a first rapid rotation of the door 3, about the said common hinge axis 5, and thus a progressive but slower opening, up until total open position is reached. The slowed opening occurs under the effect of the combined action of the weight of the door 3, which favours the opening movement, and a braking action exerted by the hinge 4 on the door 3. The elastic force which the spring 10 generates between the rod 9 and the box structure 7' acts according to a first resultant R1 passing along a direction indicated in figure 2, with D1 passing through the second axis 24. Thus the first rapid opening phase of the door 3 occurs since the pivot 20 and the axis 24 are arranged in the above-mentioned way with respect to the pivot 12, and the resultant R1 of the force exerted by the spring 10 on the pivot 12 through the rod 9 lies, at the extreme closed position of the door 3, externally to the first rotation axis 5 and is therefore such as to determine the application of a clockwise-direction first moment (denoted for clarity in figure 2 by M1) on the second box structure 7', producing the opening of the door 3. This moment persists up to when the hinges 4 reach the position indicated with 23 in figure 2, where the axes 5 and 24 of the pivots 12 and 20 are both intersected by the direction D1 and thus the resultant of the spring 10, having no arm with respect to the rotation axis 5, generates no moment. After this the opening of the door 3 continues under the weight of the door 3 itself, but the moment is inverted and is now anticlockwise, tending to slow down the opening of the door 3. After position 23 the resultant R1 passes inside the first rotation axis 5. The moment at this point is indicated in figure 2 by -M1.

It is well to specify that during the described functioning of the hinge 4, as the door 3 rotates starting from its position 23 towards its totally open position, a relative longitudinal motion is created between the rod 9 and the second box structure 7', made obligatory by the geometrical arrangement of the rod 9 and structure 7' and the fulcrums 5 and 24, which forces the spring 10 to compress and thus
load. Further, as can be seen in figure 2, the arm of the first resultant R1 with respect to the first rotation axis 5 increases, and will increase in intensity up to moment M1.

In the hinge embodiment of figure 3, the elastic means 10 is split and comprises further springs 30.

In more detail, a lateral wall 26 of the second box structure 7' internally supports a tab 27, normal to it. The tab 27 is crossed by a hole 28 that, thanks to the described position of the pivots 12 and 20, the force exerted by the spring 10 on the elements axially contrasting it a greater force than that exerted by the spring 10. One end of the stem 29, adjacent to the lever 8, supports an idle roller 31 with a rotation axis parallel to the pivots 12 and 20. The idle roller 31, as will be described in more detail hereinbelow, when the door 3 is closed or just open (within a predetermined limit), rests against a cam 32 made on an upper edge 8" of the lever 8, while when the door 3 is open further than the said predetermined limit the idle roller 31 detaches from the lever 8. The idle roller 31 is supported idly by means of a pivot 40 crossing the portion of stem 29 end and with its opposite ends runs along a slot 41 made in the said second box structure 7'. The slot 41 limits the excursion of the said roller 31, as will be described hereinbelow.

The cam 32 is made on the upper edge 8" of the lever 8 and develops when the box structure 7' is in its closed configuration (see figure 3), inclining towards the inside of the structure 7', towards the opening direction of the door 3.

In hinge 4 the pivot 20 and therefore the second rotation axis 24 between the rod 9 and the lever 8 are arranged closer to the first part 6 with respect to the pivot 12 and therefore rotation axis 5. In particular, the axis 24 is arranged between the rotation axis 5 and the first box structure 6'. With this geometric position of the fulcra 5 and 24, the elastic force which the spring 10 generates between the rod 9 and the box structure 7' acts in accordance with a second resultant R2 which passes along a direction indicated in figure 3 with D2 passing through the second axis 24. Thus the second resultant R2 always lies, throughout the entire rotation of the door 3 between the two extreme positions, internally to the first rotation axis 5 and is therefore such as to determine the application of a moment to the second box structure 7', indicated for clarity in figure 3 with M2, acting in an anticlockwise direction to force the door 3 into its position of closure.

The functioning of the hinge 4 is also in this case similar to the above-described, since after manually activating the blocking-unblocking means 21 so that there is no impediment to the door 3 opening, the hinge determines at first a small but relatively rapid rotation of the door 3 in the opening direction, about the said common hinge axis 5, and then a slower progressive opening action, up until total opening is achieved. The initial phase of rapid opening occurs thanks to the prevalence of the force exerted by the spring 30 with respect to that exerted by the spring 10 on the elements that contrast the ends, and finishes when the roller 31 detaches from the cam 32 of the lever 8, that is, when the position indicated by 33 in figure 3 is reached.

More in detail, the spring 30 determines a third resultant R3 on the hinge 4 which generates a third moment M3, clockwise in direction, as indicated in figure 3, which when added to the moment generated by the second resultant R2 results in the moment M1 applied to the second part 7 of the hinge 4. The slowed opening phase after the spring 30 has finished its action following the detachment of the roller 31 from the cam 32, occurs under the effect of the combined action of the weight of the door 3, which favours the opening, and a braking action exerted by the hinges 4' on the door 3 itself under the action of the respective springs 10. This braking action is due to the fact that, thanks to the described position of the pivots 12 and 20, the force exerted by the spring 10 on the pivot 12 through the rod 9 is such to determine the application of a moment to the box structure 7' having a direction that obstructs the opening of the door 3.

It is well to note that preferably and as shown in figure 2, in order that the hinge 4 is perfectly constrained to the support structure 2 it is preferable that the end portion of the lever 8 has, at the upper part of its end portion destined to be inserted into the first box structure 6', a slot 34 engagable by a fixed pivot 35 parallel to the pivots 12 and 20 and located internally to the first structure itself, and a vertical striker edge 48 interposed between the pivots 20 and 35 and turned towards the pivot 35 itself, able to rest, during the course of the connection of the door 3 to the oven 1, against the said internal stop 14 which, as can be seen in the figures, is constituted by a vertical projection connected to a lower edge of an entry slot 47 for the lever 8 into the support structure 2.

In this way, especially in the embodiment illustrated in figure 2 the lever 8 is stable in the position where it is anchored to the support structure 2, in both extreme door 3 configurations. The lever 8 is able in this way to react statically to both reactions that are created on it by effect of the two
moments M1 and -M1.

The foregoing description shows how the hinges 4 fully attain the predetermined aims, since they are economical and simple to make, and are perfectly able to permit a substantially automatic opening of the said door 3.

Claims

1. A hinge for constraining a door to a support structure of the type comprising a first part (6) which is fixable to the support structure (2) and a second part (7) fixable to the door (3) of the support structure (2); the second part (7) is kinematically and rotatably connected about a first axis (5), at a lower portion of the hinge (4) located near to a lower edge of the said door (3), to a portion of the first part (6), in such a way as to be able to perform rotations in both directions with respect to the first axis (5) between two extreme positions of completely open and completely closed; it further comprises rapid blocking-unblocking means (21) of the door (3) in its extreme closed position provided between door (3) and support structure (2), which hinge (4) is characterised by the fact of comprising elastic means (10) acting between both said first (6) and second parts (7) and generating, in successive order and during a rotation of the door (3) towards a totally-open position, following a deactivation of the said blocking-unblocking means (21), at least one first moment applied to the said second part (7) and determining a first rotation of the second part (7) about the first axis (5) thus distancing the door (3) from the support structure (2), so as to produce a partial opening of the door (3), and subsequently at least one second moment, contrary to the first, which brakes any further possible rotation of the second part (7) about the first axis (5) due to the door (3) weight.

2. A hinge as in claim 1, wherein the said first part (6) comprises a first box structure (6') fixable to the said support structure (2) and the second part (7) comprises a second box structure (7') fixable to the door (3) and pivoted, at a lower portion of the said box structure (7') and about the first axis (5) to an end of a lever (8) projecting with another end from the said second box structure (7') and rigidly but removably associated to the first box structure (6'), and a rod (9) arranged longitudinally and at least partially internally to the second box structure (7') with ability to slide with respect to the box structure (7') in a longitudinal direction; the rod (9) being kinematically rotatably connected at one of its ends at a second axis (24) of the lever (8), the second axis (24) being arranged above the first rotation axis (5) and in a fixed position relative to it; the said elastic means comprising a spring (10) acting between the rod (9) and the second box structure (7') in accordance with a first resultant (R1) passing through the second axis (24), characterised in that the second axis (24) is arranged on an opposite side to the first box structure (6') with respect to the first axis (5); the first resultant (R1) lying, at the extreme closed position of the door (3), externally to the first rotation axis (5), passing through an intermediate position of partial opening of the door (3) and thus partial opening of the first box structure (6') in which the first resultant (R1) conjoints the first and second rotation axes (5, 24) and generates zero moment.

3. A hinge as in claim 1, wherein the first part (6) comprises a first box structure (6') fixable to the support structure (2) and the second part (7) comprises a second box structure (7') fixable to the door (3) and pivoted, at its lower portion and about the first axis (5), to an end of a lever (8) projecting with another end from the second box structure (7') and being rigidly but removably associated to the first box structure (6'), and a rod (9) arranged longitudinally and at least partially internally to the second box structure (7') with slidability with respect to the second box structure (7') in a longitudinal direction; the rod (9) being kinematically and rotatably connected with one end about a second axis (24) to the lever (8), the second axis (24) being arranged above the first rotation axis (5) and being in a fixed position relative to it; the said elastic means comprising a spring (10) acting between the rod (9) and the second box structure (7') in accordance with a second resultant (R2) passing through the second axis (24) and lying internally to the first rotation axis (5), characterised in that the elastic means comprise a further spring (30) acting between the second box structure (7') and the lever (8) at least at the extreme closed position of the door (3) and determining a third resultant (R3) generating a third moment which, added to the moment generated by the second resultant (R2) creates the first moment applied to the second part (7) to determine a first rotation of the second part (7) about the first axis (5), distancing the door (3) from the support structure (2) and producing a partial opening of the
4. A hinge as in claim 3, characterised in that the further spring means (30) are constituted by a helix spring (30) precompressed and keyed on to a stem (29) axially slidably supported by a portion of the said box structure (7'), the stem (29) exhibiting an end portion arranged in contact with a cam (32) made on a portion of the lever (8), and the said helix spring (30) exhibiting one of its ends in contrast with the box structure (7') and another of its ends in contact with the stem (29).

5. A hinge as in claim 4, characterised in that the contact between the stem (29) and the cam (32) occurs through an idle roller (31) supported by an end portion of the stem (29).

6. A hinge as in claim 5, characterised in that the roller (31) is supported idle by means of a pivot (40) crossing the end portion of the stem (29) which pivot (40) opposite ends run within a slot (41) made on the second box structure (7'), limiting the roller (31) excursion.

7. A hinge as in claim 4, characterised in that the cam (32) is made on the upper edge (8'') of the lever (8) and develops, when the second box structure (7') is in the position where the door (3) is closed, incliningly towards the inside of the box structure (7'') itself and towards the opening direction of the door (3).

8. A hinge as in claim 2, characterised in that the end portion of the lever (8) destined to be inserted in the first box structure (6') is superiorly equipped with a slot (34) engagable by a fixed pivot (35) parallel to the first and second rotation axis (5 and 24) and located internally to the first structure (6'), and a vertical striking edge (48) destined to strike, during a course of the blocking of the door (3) to the support structure (2), against an internal striker (14) constituted by the lower edge of an entry slot (47) of the lever into the first box structure (6').
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